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MedPortal™ Inventory Management Software
MedPortal gives you
control you can count
on—by providing complete
transparency into your drug
spend and utilization data.
MedPortal optimizes pharmacy workflow,
providing a “perpetual inventory” approach
specifically designed for hospital medication
management. Automate supply chain
control—from the warehouse to dispensing;
including stock level maintenance, remote
inventory management and multi-location
replenishment.

Advantages
Web-Based
> Allows better drug management across multiple hospitals
or pharmacies
> Creates unlimited access points
> Supports multi-location and multi-site use, allowing clinics
and offices to benefit from medication tracking

Leverage your data to
manage and control
medication inventory—
improving pharmacy
workflow, reducing
overstock, automating
replenishment, tracking
costs and providing
traceability.

Device Independent
> Tracks all medications regardless of storage location or
number and types of automation in use
> Integrates with existing automation equipment and
software
> Allows you to add new hospitals and pharmacies as
you grow
Dashboard Reporting
> Facilitates faster analysis of data
> Promotes efficient data gathering and reporting
> Provides opportunities for continuous process improvement
MedPortal Inventory Management Software puts complete
control of your inventory at your fingertips; allowing you to
focus on formulary management, process optimization and cost
containment. With MedPortal, your pharmacy is in a continual
state of readiness.
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MedPortal™ Inventory Management Software
MANAGE MEDICATION THROUGH THE PHARMACY SUPPLY CHAIN
Benefits of MedPortal
Manage
>

Manage PAR levels to keep the right level of inventory on hand: enough
to meet patient needs but not too much to create waste

>

Remove inventory that isn’t needed to make room for new products or
stock more of existing products

>

Share inventory across pharmacy locations during backorder or
shortage situations

>

Reduce inventory carrying costs to create more efficient operations,
allowing funds to be reallocated to services that benefit patients

>

Optimize annual drug spend by better understanding your inventory
levels and dispensing needs

BUY

The MedPortal intuitive interface is easy
to understand—ensuring the tool is used
correctly; promoting system adoption while
increasing compliance and data integrity.

DISPENSE

Track
>

Manage inventory levels across one pharmacy location or multiple
locations, and gain a corporate-level view of inventory in all
storage locations

>

Generate and confirm dispense orders electronically to reduce the
number of missing medications

>

Increase inventory turns by gaining visibility of your inventory and
tracking PAR levels electronically

Gain full visibility
of medication inventory
...regardless of location.

> Generate a suggested daily order
based on current inventory levels
> Create electronic purchase orders
for all suppliers
> Automate purchase order
submission

> Automatically route dispense orders to
the appropriate stocking location
> Facilitate a scan-out of medication
from storage locations without
automation
> Remove expired or soon-to-expire
medications from inventory

Reduce on-hand
inventory up to 10%
due to active management.

Report
>

Develop problem-solving action items through dashboard-driven reports

>

React to trends in medication usage throughout your network

Integrate
>

Interface with wholesaler, HIS and automated dispensing cabinets to
support streamlined pharmacy workflows

>

Consolidate management of medication information in one source

STOCK

RECEIVE

> Track usage trends to adjust
inventory levels
> Actively manage products by lot
and expiration date
> Establish a single point of reference
for formulary management

> Capture product lot number and
expiration date information
during the receiving process
> Document discrepancies
between supplier invoice and
received goods
> Print and save closed purchase
orders for account reconciliation
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